
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

IKUKO AKASAKA  

The word “Geisha” is made up of two parts, “Gei” meaning “art” and “sha” meaning 

“someone who does something” so “Geisha” in English roughly translates “a person of 

The arts”. Geisha performance are traditional dance & music, but only some upper classes 

Could call a geisha for a banquet. Akasaka geisha is said to be top notch because Akasaka 

is the center of Japanese politics & culture. Ikuko akasaka who is said to be a legend  

in Akasaka. She welcomes many politicians 

and celebrities, received award from the Japan. 

This time ,as a special performance, you can 

Enjoy not only the atmosphere of Akasaka’s 
Shichiko Sakuragawa 

And suppoters are indispensable to liven up the banquet. Taikomochi is one the few  

Traditional arts in Japan today.Shiciko Sakuragawa is one of them, and has been 

commemded by the Japanese Agency for Cultural Affairs. 

banquet but also meals.  <PERFORMERS> GEISHA  Ikuko Akasaka  Mayu  Maki  Koiku   

 SUPPOTER Music : Komaki  Taikomochi : Shichiko Sakuragawa, Hachiko Sakuragawa 

A kasaka  -Geisha’s 
Talk Sho                    w & 
erfomance P

e 
2019 

12/6 Friday 

Night 12/7              Saturday 

Day 

12/6(Fri) 
RECEPTION 18:00   

12/7(Sat) 
RECEPTION 11:00 

START 18:30 START 11:30 

\ 24,000 \ 18,000 

Meals & drink, 

Tax & service charge 

Included 

Venue Ukiyo               

 

<Prease read>No interpreter will accompany you. And because it is a banquet for sake, you can not apply for those under 

20 years old. (You can order non-alcoholic beverages.) The application deadline is 2 days before each performance.  

Cancellation fee is free 1week before, 30% days before 4days before, 50% days before 3days, 100% on the day. 

 

PLANNING 

100years Ryotei UKIYO 

<Application & Iquiry> E-mail only 

1,your name & age  2,number of people( name & age) 

3,preferred date 4,contact information during your stay 

in Japan ＜ukiyo-kf@joetsu.ne.jp＞ 

100years Ryotei Ukiyo  

Nakamachi 3-5-4 Joetsu Nigata 

Tel : 025-524-2217 

Born in Kumamoto, 1940 


